
OCS-L
Marsden Hanging Balance Scale

Ultra-lightweight battery powered crane scale

Available in capacities from 30kg to 300kg

Large, bright red LED display

www.marsden-weighing.co.uk



Marsden OCS-L: 
  Marsden hanging balance scale for simple 
    suspension weighing

www.marsden-weighing.co.uk

Why the OCS-L?

The OCS-L is an ultra-lightweight aluminium crane scale 
with a wide range of capacities - from 30kg to 300kg - 
and accuracies. 

This hanging scale is widely used in post offices, freight 
depots and sorting and collection centres.

To help ensure the longevity and accuracy of this scale 
it is fitted with an overload alarm which will sound when 
the scale is reaching maximum capacity.

The hook and shackle on the OCS-L are constructed of 
stainless steel to provide strength and durability.
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The Marsden OCS-L hanging/crane scale provides 
the most efficient, simple solution to suspension 
weighing.
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Built to last

Like other crane scales in the Marsden range the 
OCS-L is built to last. This highly durable scale is 
backed by a one-year warranty.

To ensure reliability and accuracy with every weigh 
a service contract can be purchased.
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Product specification

Capacity: 3kg - 30kg
Graduations: 0.01kg - 0.1kg
Power Supply: Batteries

OCS-L Features

Powered by AA batteries this is a truly portable 
weighing solution. 

With fresh batteries this scale can work 
continuously for over 120 hours. To prolong the 
already impressive battery life the OCS-L comes 
with an auto-power down function that will shut 
the scale down after it has been sat idle for a set 
amount of time.

Hold, Tare and Zero features come as standard to 
help ensure that accurate and reliable weighing 
results are provided each and every time. 

The OCS-L has a large bright red LED display to 
aid visibility from long distances or in poor lighting 
conditions. 
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Accuracy Assured

Tel: 01709 364296 / 0800 169 2775 
Fax: 01709 364293 
E-mail: sales@marsdengroup.co.uk
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